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January 22, 1969

Miss Pearl Von Allmen  
Law Librarian  
University of Louisville  
Louisville, Kentucky 40208

Dear Pearl:

Thanks for your letter of January 17 and enclosures. I am so glad you are feeling well after your bout with what one old character called the "King Kong" flu. My sister had it and from that alone I know it is a siege.

First, as to Earl's question re the Memorial Fund, just to clarify my own thinking wasn't the idea in the resolution to set up the education type fund for the future and the discussion re a memorial gift confined to the memorial for Dorothy?

Did we carry through anything like what Earl described in his letter? I know we discussed it but am not sure that it "jelled" since we decided on the education-type noted in the resolution.

As for the Lucile Elliott Scholarship procedure, I am enclosing a copy of the letter I wrote to Kate after talking with you by phone about it. I expect I "goofed" as I see no indication that I sent you a copy of this letter and must have assumed that Kate would advise you if she were going to do it. I guess that Kate must have assumed from this that you would do the mailing. I did receive a copy of the notice and revised application blank but that must have been just routine. Would you mind, if this letter doesn't clear it up, calling Kate at S.E. expense.

I think your idea for a Newsletter is wonderful. However, do you think we have time to put it together if we try to get the mailing out by February 1. If you think there is time - possibly postponing mailing until February 15 - I will write Mary re Association rulings passed at New Orleans and Gerry re a "squib" on AALS Book list project and progress. Also, could we include list of new members and action on our resolution by AALL Executive Board? With you doing the mailing, it looks like this would dumps the Newsletter in your lap, too. It would save time if these items were sent straight to you and you could probably take "as is". But do you have time? I don't want to impose on your wonderfully willing nature. Just let me know what you think and I'll follow through with the letters.
I must add that our new building plans have suddenly hopped to life again and I've been going around in circles trying to assess and report on each new draft. To-morrow I meet with the architect, etc. and then have to prepare another report for the administration. I'm delighted but it's hectic.

No - no new car as yet but I am looking. Have my eye on another Skylark and am presently dickering with the dealer. I've completely recovered from my accident except for a slight scar over my right eye and a small one on my leg.

Again, Pearl, thanks for all your help.

Sincerely,

Sarah

Sarah Leverette
Law Librarian

Enclosure

SL/1c

P.S. I just received a copy of the Amended (AAALS) Articles of Association as amended at the New Orleans meeting so I assume a copy went to all law librarians.